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Abstract—In multi-party conversation, listener’s role is not
uniform. Listeners are divided into those who are addressed
by the speaker (addressee) and those who are not addressed
by the speaker (side-participant). In this paper, we propose a
mathematical model to predict whether turn-taking or turn-
keeping occurs. For a feature quantity of a model, we focus
on gaze transition patterns near the end of utterance for each
role of a participant. We analyze the difference in frequen-
cies of gaze transition patterns between addressee and side-
participant. Based on the result of analysis, we construct a
probabilistic model that considers listener’s roles. As a result,
the proposed model outperforms the conventional model that
does not consider listener’s roles.

Index Terms—turn-taking, participation status, gaze, multi-
party conversation.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARTICIPANTS in multi-party conversation take speak-
ing turns smoothly although those who speak and when

ones speak are not determined in advance. Smooth communi-
cation involving turn-taking is investigated for conversational
systems. There are many studies conducting analysis on turn-
taking [8], [2]. In a two-person conversation, it is relatively
easy to predict a turn-taking because a listener is necessar-
ily always one person. On the other hand, in multi-party
conversation, turn-taking is more complex than two-person
conversation because there are possibly multiple listeners
and multiple next speaker candidates. The participants must
predict the timing when the speaker’s utterance ends and to
consider the start of timing for speaking when you become
the next speaker in multi-party conversation. To build a
conversational system which is able to speak at natural timing
and produces appropriate gaze behaviors, the system has to
be able to predict the timings like participants. Thus, we
think that it is promising to analyze turn-taking and construct
a model which can predict turn-taking.

In the field of social psychology, it has been shown that not
only verbal information but also non-verbal information such
as gaze information is regarded important for turn-taking
prediction. Kendon [2] points out that there are tendencies
between gaze behaviors and turn-taking. For example, when
the turn-taking occurs, a next speaker makes mutual gaze
with the speaker, and the listener who is not the next
speaker gazes at the next speaker before the utterance of
the next speaker is started. Moreover, based on the above
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knowledge, in multi-party conversation, the models using
gaze information of a speaker and listeners to predict turn-
taking and a next speaker have been studied [12], [17].

We argue that the listeners should be distinguished by
roles although the previous models regard listeners identical.
Goffman [4] splits conversation participants into ratified
participants and overhearers according to roles. In addition,
the former is also divided into speaker, addressee, and side-
participant. In short, listener has two roles, addressee and
side-participant. Lerner [6] points out that gaze behaviors
are varied between addressee and side-participant when a
speaker selects a next speaker.

We aim to construct a mathematical model to predict
whether turn-taking or turn-keeping occurs with higher per-
formance by considering listeners’ roles. First, we analyze
the relationship between gaze behaviors and listener’s roles.
Next, we analyze the relationship between gaze behaviors
and whether turn-taking or turn-keeping occurs for each
listeners’ role. Based on the experimental results, we con-
struct a prediction model considering listener’s role. The
result of the model evaluation shows that the proposed one
outperforms the conventional model that does not take into
account listeners’ roles.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Turn-taking in Social Psychology Researches

Most of the research related to unraveling the mechanism
of the turn-taking in conversation has been executed in the
field of social psychology. Sacks et al. [8] propose the turn-
taking model. The model defines that there are transition
relevance points (TRPs) near the end of the utterance. Espe-
cially, gaze behaviors are important in turn-taking. Kendon
[2] claims that a speaker gazes at a listener as a turn-yielding
cue to give a turn to the listener at the end of an utterance.
In addition, he also status that a listener gazes at a speaker
and looks away from the speaker as speaker-state signals
when the listener accepts turn-taking. Jokinen [9] also insists
on similar trends in multi-party conversation. Thus, it is
important for turn-taking to focus on gaze behaviors.

In multi-party conversation, more complicated interaction
occurs than two-person conversation because there are mul-
tiple listeners. To understand complicated interactions, it is
important to focus on behavior of each role of participants.
Goffman propose distinction of participation status in con-
versation [4] . Conversation participants are divided ratified
participants and overhearers. Ratified participants are the par-
ticipants who can become a speaker at any time. In addition,
ratified participants are divided into speakers, addressees and
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Fig. 1. Participation status

side-participants. Addressees are the participants are targeted
by speaker. Side-participants are the others. Side-participants
are allowed to join the conversation at any time although
they are not expected to speak or response. Lerner [6] points
out that there are conditions not only for speakers but also
for addressees and side-participants in order to succeed in
selecting the next speaker by gazing at a participant. (I)
The addressee intended by the speaker needs to look at
the speaker’s gaze. (II) The side-participants also have to
know that the other participant is the addressee by looking
at the speaker’s gaze. Thus, in multi-party conversation, the
appropriate behaviors according to the roles such as not only
speaker but also addressee and side-participant are observed
when turn-taking occurs.

These studies support using gaze behavior of each role,
speaker, addressee, and side-participant to predict turn-
taking.

B. Prediction of Turn-taking in Engineering Researches

Several studies have carried out prediction of turn-taking
by using relationship between turn-taking and non-verbal
information. Some researchers have used speech processing
to estimate whether turn-taking or turn-keeping occurs at
the end of an utterance. For instance, Ferrer et al [10] use
prosodic information, Schlangen et al [3] use vocabularies
and prosodic information, Levow et al [5] use tonal language
in order to estimate turn-taking. On the other hand, others
have used gaze information to estimate turn-taking. Dielmann
[1] uses physical motion, Jokinen [9] uses gaze information,
and Ishii et al[13] use respiration information to detect turn-
taking. Iwan de kok et al [11] propose the detection model
of turn-taking using dialog acts, prosody, head-gesture and
speaker gaze information. These studies have shown that
gaze behavior is more important than speech information to
estimate turn-taking.

In addition, there are several studies that conduct predic-
tion models using more detailed gaze information. Kawahara
et al [17] propose a turn-taking detection model using
prosody and participants’ gaze information, such as the
person gazed upon and presence or absence of mutual gaze
in a three-person poster conversation. Ishii et al [12] show
that using a detailed transition pattern such as how the gaze
target has changed and mutual gazes can detect turn-taking
more accurately than using a single line of gaze. To treat
gaze information for predicting turn-taking, detailed gaze
information such as a mutual gaze and a transition pattern is
more effective than a single line of gaze.

III. CORPUS OF MULTI-PARTY CONVERSATION

We use twelve conversations from Chiba University three
people conversation data [18] for analysis. This corpus is
free conversation data of three people of similar sex with
affinity. A topic in the conversations is selected by a dice at
random. There are some topics such as a story of love and
a smelly story. At that time, they are taught that they do not
have to worry about the topic and that the topic may change
on the way. The age of the participants is 18 to 33 years old,
and they are all in Japanese. The duration of each session is
about ten minutes.

A. Utterance Unit

All utterances are divided into Long Utterance Units
(LUUs) [19]. LUU is designed as an analysis unit that
contributes to researches such as analyzing mutual actions
among conversation participants. Den et al [19] mention that
the timing of turn-taking is near the end of LUU.

B. Gaze Object

Gaze objects are annotated for each participant based on
the video data. The start point of the gaze object is the point
at which the gaze starts to move to a certain participant from
previous fixed point. The end of gaze object is the point
at which the gaze starts to move to the other participants
or other than participants. The starting points and the end
points are checked by frame advance of the video data and
annotated with an accuracy of one-thirtieth second.

C. Method of A for Listener’s Role

We define listeners’ roles based on participation status.
Several studies have been pointed out that the gaze and body
orientation greatly influence the determination of participa-
tion status. Duncan et at and Kendon show that turn-taking
is adjusted by gaze and gesture [14], [15], [2]. Thus, we
classified the roles of the two listeners as follows in order
to analyze the difference between gaze behaviors and each
listeners’ role.

• Addressee: A person seen most frequently by speaker
near the end of the current LUU.

• Side-participant: A person of a listener other than ad-
dressee.

In the case where the speaker gazes only other than
participant at the end of the current LUU, the roles of both
listeners are regarded as side-participants.

IV. PREDICTION MODEL OF TURN-TAKING

A. Gaze Transition Pattern

To analyze gaze behavior of each listeners’ role, we use
gaze transition patterns. Ishii et al [12] point out that it is
important to focus on not only the gaze of the end of an
utterance but also the gaze transition or the mutual gaze.
Therefore, we decided to focus on the gaze transition patterns
near the end of utterance. The transition pattern is explained
below based on the definition of Ishii et al [12]. To generate
a gaze transition pattern, we focus on the interval of 1200 ms
from 1000ms before the end of the utterance to 200 ms after
the end of it. We express temporal transitions of participants’
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Fig. 2. Relationship between gaze transition patterns of addressees and
side-participants

gaze behaviors as n-gram (gazed object), which is define as
a sequence of gaze direction shifts. The gazed objects were
first classified as speaker, listener, others and labeled. We use
the following five gaze labels for classification:

• S: A listener looks at a speaker without a mutual gaze.
• SM : A listener looks at a speaker with a mutual gaze.
• L1-L2: A speaker or a listener looks at the other listen-

ers without a mutual gaze. L1 and L2 show different
listeners.

• L1M -L2M : A speaker or a listener looks at the other
listeners with a mutual gaze. L1M and L2M show
different listeners.

• X: A speaker or a listener looks at places other than
participants, such as a floor or a ceiling.

B. Analysis of Gaze Transition Pattern and Participation
Status

First, we analyze how quantitatively the change in the gaze
transition pattern of participant differs by participation status.
We introduce the results of analyzing gaze transition pattern
of addressee and side-participant.

Fig. 2 shows the frequencies of gaze transition patterns
for each addressees and side-participants using 7398 data.
As a result , there are forty nine gaze transition patterns. The
”Others” class includes forty one patterns, each of which are
occurred in less than 1% of the data because the number
of data is small. The result of a chi-squared test shows that
the frequencies of gaze transition patterns differ significantly
between addressee and side-participant (χ = 667.09, df =
12, p < .01). Next, to verify which gaze transition patterns
differ between addressee and side-participant, we conduct a
residual analysis [16]. The result is shown in 2, from which
we understand the following.

• Addressees’ gaze transition patterns have significantly
high frequencies at the time of S, X-S, S-X-S, L1M -X-
S, S-X-L1M , and X-L1M . That is, when a listener keeps
looking at a speaker or the other listener, begins to gaze
at a speaker, or begins a mutual gaze with the other
listener, the frequency that a listener is an addressee is
high.

Fig. 3. Relationship between speaker’s gaze transition patterns and turn-
taking

• Side-participants’ gaze transition patterns have signifi-
cantly high frequencies at the time of X, L1, L1M , S-
X-L1, X-L1, and Others. That is, when a listener does
not look at the other participants at all, keeps the other
listener, looks at both a speaker and the other listener,
or continues a mutual gaze with the other listener, the
frequency that a listener is a side-participant is high.

Therefore, these results show that gaze transition patterns
are different according to listeners’ roles.

C. Analysis of Gaze Transition Pattern and Turn-taking

To construct a prediction model of turn-taking, we analyze
how much changes in the gaze transition pattern would differ
quantitatively by a turn-taking and turn-keeping for each
participation status.

Fig. 3 shows the frequencies of speakers’ gaze transition
pattens under turn-taking and turn-keeping conditions using
3699 data. As a result, there are fifty-one gaze transition
patterns. The ”Others” class includes thirty-three patterns,
each of which are occurred in less than 1% of the data
because the number of data is small. The result of a chi-
squared test shows that the frequencies of gaze transition
patterns differ significantly between turn-taking and turn-
keeping (χ = 63.31, df = 11, p < .01). Next, to verify
which gaze transition patterns differ between conditions, we
conduct a residual analysis [16]. The result is shown in 3,
from which we understand the following.

• Speakers’ gaze transition patterns have significantly
high frequencies at the time of X-L1, L1-X-L2, and
Others. That is, when a speaker begins to look at a
listener and looks at both listeners, the frequency of
turn-taking is high.

• Speakers’ gaze transition patterns have significantly
high frequencies at the time of X and L1M -X-L2M .
That is, when a speaker does not look listeners at all or
looks at both listeners with mutual gazes, the frequency
of turn-keeping is high.

Fig. 4 shows the frequencies of addressees’ gaze transition
patterns under turn-taking and turn-keeping conditions using
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Fig. 4. Relationship between addressee’s gaze transition patterns and turn-
taking

3189 data. As a result, there are sixty-eight gaze transition
patterns. The ”Others” class includes fifty-five patterns, each
of which are occurred in less than 1% of the data because
the number of data is small. The result of a chi-squared test
shows that the frequencies of gaze patterns differ signifi-
cantly between turn-taking and turn-keeping (χ = 90.15,
df = 13, p < .01). Next, to verify which gaze transition
patterns differ between conditions, we conduct a residual
analysis [16]. The result is shown in 4, from which we
understand the following.

• Addressees’ gaze transition patterns have significantly
high frequencies at the time of L1M , L1M -X-SM , SM -
X-L1, X-L1M , SM -X-L1M , and Others. That is, when
an addressee continues or begins a mutual gaze with
the other listener or looks at both speaker and the other
listener with mutual gazes, the frequency of turn-taking
is high.

• Addressees’ gaze transition pattern has significantly
high frequency at the time of SM . That is, when an
addressee continues a mutual gaze with a speaker, the
frequency of turn-keeping is high.

Fig. 5 shows the frequencies of side-participants’ gaze
transition patterns under turn-taking and turn-keeping con-
ditions using 4209 data. As a result, there are fifty-four
gaze transition patterns. The ”Others” class includes forty-
one patterns, each of which are occurred in less than 1% of
the data because the number of data is small. The result of a
chi-squared test shows that the frequencies of gaze transition
patterns differ significantly between turn-taking and turn-
keeping (χ = 225.16, df = 13, p < .01). Next, to verify
which gaze transition patterns differ between conditions, we
conduct a residual analysis [16]. The result is shown in 5,
from which we understand the following.

• Side-participants’ gaze transition patterns have signifi-
cantly high frequencies at the time of L1, L1M , S-X-L1,
X-L1, X-S-X-L1, L1-X-L1, and Others. That is, when
a side-participant begins looking at the other listener,
continues looking at the other listener, looks at both a
speaker and the other listener, or continue a mutual gaze
with the other listener, the frequency of turn-taking is

Fig. 5. Relationship between side-participant’s gaze transition patterns and
turn-taking

high.
• Side-participants’ gaze transition patterns have signifi-

cantly high frequencies at the time of S, X-S, and S-X-
S. That is, when a side-participant continues or begins
looking at a speaker or looks at a speaker several times,
the frequency of turn-keeping is high.

Therefore, these results suggest that speaker’s, addressee’s,
and side-participant’s gaze transition pattern is valuable in-
formation for predicting turn-taking.

D. Proposed Turn-taking Prediction Model

To predict whether turn-taking or turn-keeping occurs,
we propose a probabilistic model using the occurrence
probability (frequency) of speaker’s, addressee’s, and side-
participant’s gaze transition patterns in turn-taking and turn-
keeping situations in Subsection C of Section IV . We
assume that each participant’s gaze transition patterns are
independent events and use a Nave Bayesian model such
that:

P (y | fsp, fad, fsi) ∝ P (y)·P (fsp | y)·P (fad | y)·P (fsi | y).
(1)

y = 1 indicates the turn-taking and y = 0 indicates
the turn-keeping. fsp indicates speaker’s gaze transition
pattern, fad indicates addressee’s gaze transition pattern,
and fsi indicates side-participant transition pattern. P (y =
1) indicates the occurrence probability of turn-taking and
P (y = 1) indicates the occurrence probability of turn-
keeping. P (fsp | y = 1) indicates the conditional probability
of speaker’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-taking situation,
P (fsp | y = 0) indicates the conditional probability of
speaker’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-keeping situation,
P (fad | y = 1) indicates the conditional probability of
addressee’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-taking situation,
P (fad | y = 0) indicates the conditional probability of
addressee’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-keeping situation,
P (fsi | y = 1) indicates the conditional probability of side-
participant’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-taking situation,
and P (fsi | y = 0) indicates the conditional probability of
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Fig. 6. Relationship between listener’s gaze transition patterns and turn-
taking

side-participant’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-keeping
situation. From formula (1), if P (y = 1 | fsp, fad, fsi)
is larger than P (y = 0 | fsp, fad, fsi), the result of the
prediction will be turn-taking. Otherwise, it will be turn-
keeping.

If a speaker looks at places other than participants, we
regard both listeners’ roles as side-participants. Therefore,
we use the following model instead of formula (1).

P (y | fsp, fsi) ∝ P (y) · P (fsp | y) ·
2∏

i=1

P (fsii | y). (2)

fsii indicates side-participant sii (i ∈ 1, 2)’s gaze tran-
sition pattern, P (fsii | y = 1) indicates the conditional
probability of listener sii’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-
taking situation, and P (fsii | y = 0) indicates the conditional
probability of side-participant sii’s gaze transition pattern in
a turn-keeping situation. In the case of formula (2) as well
as formula (1), if P (y = 1 | fsp, fsi1 , fsi2) is larger than
P (y = 0 | fsp, fsi1 , fsi2), the result of the prediction will be
turn-taking. Otherwise, it will be turn-keeping.

V. EVALUATION OF TURN-TAKING PREDICTION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed model in Subsection D of Section IV. We use Ishii’s
prediction model as a base model, which uses gaze transition
patterns without taking into account participation status [12].
The details of the models are as follows:

• Base model: The base model uses gaze transition pat-
terns not taking into account participation status. In
other words, this model does not distinguish between
addressee and side-participant. The model is shown
below.

P (y | fsp, fl1 , fl2) ∝ P (y) · P (fsp | y) ·
2∏

i=1

P (fli | y).

(3)
fli indicates listener li (i ∈ 1, 2) ’s gaze transition pat-
tern, P (fli | y = 1) indicates the conditional probability

TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULT OF PREDICTION MODEL OF TURN-TAKING

Model Precision Recall F-measure

Base model 0.506 0.415 0.451

Proposed model 0.517 0.439 0.470

of listener li’s gaze transition pattern in a turn-taking
situation, and P (fli | y = 0) indicates the conditional
probability of listener li’s gaze transition pattern in a
turn-keeping situation. The occurrence probabilities of
each twelve speaker’s gaze transition patterns in turn-
taking and turn-keeping situations (see Fig. 3) are used
for conditional probability P (fs | y). In order to decide
listeners’ patterns used in base model, we analyze the
relationship between listeners’ gaze transition patterns
and turn-taking in the same method as Subsection C of
Section IV. Fig. 6 shows the result of analysis. Based
a result of analysis, the the occurrence probabilities
of each fourteen listener’s gaze transition patterns in
turn-taking and turn-keeping are used for conditional
probability P (fli | y).

• Proposed Model: Our proposal model in Subsection D
of Section IV is used. The occurrence probabilities of
each eleven speaker’s gaze transition patterns in turn-
taking and turn-keeping situations (see Fig. 3) are used
for conditional probability P (fsp | y). The occurrence
probabilities of each fourteen addressee’s gaze transition
patterns in turn-taking and turn-keeping situations (see
Fig. 4) are used for conditional probability P (fad | y).
The occurrence probabilities of each fourteen side-
participant’s gaze transition patterns in turn-taking and
turn-keeping situations (see Fig. 5) are used for condi-
tional probability P (fsi | y).

In each model, P (y = 1) = 0.613 and P (y = 0) = 0.387,
which are ratios of the number of data (the number of turn-
taking is 2300 and turn-keeping is 1399), are given as prior
probability.

We employ twelve-fold cross validation. 3619 data are
divided into twelve sessions for each group of participants.
One session is tested using the model trained with the other
eleven sessions and this process is repeated twelve times
by changing the training and testing sessions. Then, we
calculate the average of estimation accuracy. The results of
the evaluation are shown in Table I. The F-measure for the
proposed model is 0.470, while that for the base model is
0.451. This suggests that dividing the listener’s role into
addressee and side-participant contribute to prediction turn-
taking or turn-keeping.

VI. DISCUSSION

First, we consider the reason why gaze transition patterns
are different between addressee and side-participant. As can
be seen in Fig. 2, the addressee tends to look at the speaker.
This indicates that one recognizes that the speaker directs
utterance to oneself and confirms that one is an addressee.
In addition, one tells the speaker that one recognized oneself
as the addressee by looking at the speaker. On the other hand,
the side-participant tends to look at the other listener or both
participants, or not to look at participants at all. This indicates
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Fig. 7. Example where prediction varies depending on the role

that one confirms that the other listener is selected as the
addressee by the speaker. In addition, one avoids becoming
the addressee by not looking at participants or looking at the
other listener. Lerner [6] mentions that there are conditions
that the addressee notices the gaze of the speaker and the
side-participant also have to know that the other listener is
the addressee in order for the speaker to succeed in selecting
the next speaker by gaze behaviors. This study also suggests
that gaze behaviors are different between addressee and side-
participant.

Next, we consider the reason why the precision of turn-
taking prediction is improved by dividing listeners’ roles into
addressee and side-participant. In Figs. 5 and 6, for S in turn-
keeping, the frequency of a side-participant is higher than
that of a listener. In contrast, in Figs. 4 and 6, also for S
in turn-keeping, the frequency of an addressee is far smaller
than that of a listener. As we can see, we can actually find
the two opposite the frequencies of gaze transition patterns
in those that have been distinguished uniformly as a listener

Let us illustrate these situations in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, (a)
shows that the addressee gazes at the speaker (pattern S) and
the side-participant gazes at the addressee (pattern L1) and
(b) shows that the addressee gazes at the side-participant
(pattern L1) and the side-participant gazes at the speaker
(pattern S). In the conventional method, the probability of
turn-keeping is higher than that of turn-taking in either
situation (a) or (b). The model predicts turn-keeping. On the
other hand, the proposed method predicts a result depending
on the situation of (a) or (b) in Fig. 7. In (a), the probability
of turn-taking is higher than that of turn-keeping. But, in
(b), the probability of turn-keeping is higher than that of
turn-taking.

We suppose that we are able to identify the similar
opposite gaze transition pattern in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 although
we do not indicate individual cases here. Therefore, it is
possible that the proposed model can deal with the cases
where base model cannot predict turn-taking correctly.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have focused on participation status
defined Goffman [4] in multi-party conversation and demon-
strated the difference in gaze behaviors of each listeners’
role, addressee and side-participant.

We find the difference of gaze transition patterns between
addressee and side-participant. Based on results of analysis,
we construct the probabilistic prediction model using the
occurrence probabilities of gaze transition patterns for each

listeners’ roles. The result shows that the F-measure of the
proposed model is higher that of the conventional method
that does not consider participation status.

Although we define addressee as the person seen most
frequently by the speaker near the end of an utterance, we
cannot discuss whether method of accounting for listener’s
role is appropriate or not. Therefore, we need to conduct
various judging methods of listener’s role such as regarding
the person who is seen last by the speaker as the addressee.

Several studies perform not only turn-taking prediction but
also the next speaker prediction [12], [17]. Moreover, Ishii
also predict the start timing of the next utterance. But, we
can only predict turn-taking taking account of participation
status. In the future, we plan to construct models to predict
the next speaker and the timing of start timing of the next
utterance considering participation status.
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